Now, the object of the consumer being to have a maximum of flavour brought out by a minimum of acidity, it appears a real step in knowledge to find that acetic acid rather than tartaric conduces to this result.
2. Sugar has been mentioned above as useful in rendering vegetable flavours more appreciable by the palate. Where, then, these flavours are naturally poor and weak, it is essential that a large quantity of sugar should exist in the wine, or it is tasteless. Now, as an almost universal rule, it may be observed that the grapes of warm climates are wanting in higher kinds of flavour, and therefore, that unless they are well ripened, and rich in sugar, the wine produced is of the worst possible quality. This is the case with the inferior Peninsular and Italian growths, which are never fit for exportation. All the better sorts which come into foreign markets?Port, Madeira, Sherry, Lachryma Up to the time, then, of being drawn from the cask, wine gets continuously stronger ; but once bottled, no increase in alcohol takes place. True, the alcoholic contents of old wine is large ; but the fact is, they have been kept long because they were strong: they are not strong because they have been kept long. Sugar could not turn into spirit without an evolution of carbonic acid, which is never found in old wine.
Almost any wine may be improved by keeping in the cask, if care be taken to refill it; but only the very best will bear the neglect of this precaution, and even they will not improve so much as they might do under more prudent management.
A more important change than concentration, is the gradual development of the ethers before described. To Now, the results above described are, practically speaking, unknown as the consequence of wine ; it is spirit drinking that leads to them.
There are several reasons for this, independent of the chemical differences of the liquors. Wine is rarely used except at the principal meal, or as a sort of medicine in measured quantity at other hours, so that the effects have time to pass away before another dose becomes due, and no craving for increased quantity is experienced. In fact, men go on taking daily for three quarters of their life the same identical number of gl asses, feeling daily the same comfort, and never finding it necessary to increase the quantity. But the spirit bottle is opened when its owner " feels to want it,"?nay, it is very often carried about the person under the appropriate name, as regards its deadly results, of a "pocket pistol."
We have been in the habit, in insurance practice, of omitting the usual inquiries about " sobriety" and " temperance," &c., which give offence and elicit no information, and substituting for them the simple question?" Do you ever take spirits between meals V This is something definite, not to be shirked, and if answered in the affirmative should lead to rejection. They have many temptations: hard mental and corporeal toil, sudden calls for exertion when tired, broken rest, irregular exposure to cold and wet, weary waiting in lone farmhouses for lingering labours, the dull company of ill-educated persons, the wish to be sociable and not seem proud, are a few of them. Into these temptations they do fall, and that on a large scale, especially in. rural districts.
To require of an unfortunate patient and brother practitioner that he should give up at a blow that alcohol which instinct and science agree in teaching him to be necessary, is too great a demand. If he became a teetotaller, he would probably die all the sooner. Hard commonplaces about the virtue of temperance and the evil of its opposite, produce no more effect than schoolboy's themes. What he wants is?first, kind sympathy with his misfortune, and secondly, a rational means of getting rid of it. Now, nothing contributes more towards the latter than a clear sketch of the chemistry and physiology of the subject, and a belief that the advantages of alcohol may be had without its disadvantages. lie should reflect how wine differs from the spirits which are in it, and again, how it is not so much the quantity, but the frequency of the dose, which is hurrying him to the grave and his children to poverty. The most complete relief is the substitution of wine for spirits. The very economy which was perhaps the first origin of the habit, will prevent excess in the dearer liquid. If that cannot be accomplished, let at all events drams between meals be avoided as poison; and let the addition of sugar, and flavours in the shape of lemon, fruit, or a few drops of nitric ether, make the drink approach a step nearer to the juice of the grape, and be daily more and more diluted. 
